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Tulisan ini  membahas Etika Global Deklarasi Parlemen 
Agama-agama Dunia dan signifikansinya bagi penciptaan 
dunia yang damai, dalam pengertiannya sebagai  negative 
peace ataupun positive peace. Ada beberapa nilai yang 
harus ada dalam dunia yang damai, yaitu: non-kekerasan, 
kesejahteraan ekonomi, keadilan sosial, keseimbangan 
ekologis, dan kesetaraan, khususnya keseteraan gender. Nilai- 
nilai ini pulalah yang dipromosikan oleh Deklarasi Etika 
Global  yaitu, komitmen pada budaya non-kekerasan dan 
hormat pada kehidupan,  komitmen pada budaya solidaritas dan 
tata ekonomi yang adil, komitmen pada budaya toleransi 
dan hidup yang benar, dan komitmen pada budaya per-
samaan hak dan kemitrasejajaran antara laki-laki dan 
perempuan. Dengan demikian jelaslah signifikansi 
deklarasi etika global bagi upaya penciptaan dunia yang 
damai. 

Kata Kunci: Etika Global, World Peace, Negative Peace, Positive 
Peace. 

INTRODUCTION 

The era in which we are living today called postmodern. As a cul-
tural-intellectual movement, postmodern it self raised on 1960s, starting in 
architect and broadened to another disciplines like literature, social science, 
life style, philosophy, and even religion. Postmodernism born in Europe and 
disseminate to America, and then to all over the world like unbearable water 
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flood. Principally, this movement criticize modernism “project”1 which is 
seen as failed in reaching its goal.2  

Modernism appeared in history as a progressive power which pro-
mise the freedom of human beings of backwardness and irrationality 
restrain.3 The project of modernism is not only failed in reaching its goal, but 
worse because it generated negative impact on human life as well as nature 
in general, although there are some positive points that must be recognized. 
Hans Kung described this well when he stated that modernism born sciences 
but without any wise; technology but without any spiritual power; industry, but 
without any ecology; and democracy, but without any morality.4 

Such was the case; the world recently indicated by the discourses on 
“global crisis”. Nowadays human being is getting more realized that all 
crises in the world are not only caused by material basis, but even more by 
transcendental causes: the reason of human’s view on this nature. Present 
modern world has no more spiritual horizon.5 Even Schumacher more 
explicitly stated that the failures of modernism project indicated by such so 
many crises are caused by no religion along within it.6 

As being discussed above, postmodernism spread so quickly to all 
aspects of life, included religion. Agree with the epistemological 
characteristics of postmodernism that would embrace all the narration 
existed, included religion, both as the trend of contemporary history and as 
the part of epistemological legitimation in finding truth after a long time 
become the forgotten truth in modern thought paradigm. As the historical 
trend, postmodernism showed many crises that are caused by the movement 
of modernism that forgot a very important dimension in human life: the 
spiritual dimension. Therefore, to leave from the crises circle, human being 
tried to go back to spiritual wise existing in all authentic religions.7 That is 
why so many scholars forecasted that twenty first century which is the first 
year of third millennium in human civilization is the century of religious 
revival. Among the scholars mentioned are Soejatmoko,8 Andre Malraux,9 
John Naisbitt and Patricia Aburdune.10 

As such, there is a great expectation on religion to solve the crises 
raised by modernism project. Viewing this phenomenon, there is a question 
followed: what kind of religious format that is expected to solve crises? This 
question is needed to ask because in line to the great expectation, there is 
also a pessimistic tone. This pessimistic tone generated by the scholars on 
religious studies see the fact either, that in internal level of religious 
community themselves, Catholics, Protestantism, Islam, Hinduism, 
Buddhism, and other religions there is still occupation in the problem of 
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truth claim. Thus, religion is not only far reaching to solve the world 
problems but even more can generate inter religious conflict,11 which 
constituted a specific problem not least serious than the other problems that 
the human beings faced. In fact, empirically we can see the world map 
nowadays is indicated by many kinds of religious conflicts. Being not the 
only one factor, but clearly religious considerations in conflicts as well as in 
its escalation take a great part.12 Take some examples: conflict in North 
Ireland between Catholics and Protestantism, conflict in Palestine which 
involved within it the Jews, Moslem, and Christian, conflict in India 
between Hinduism and Moslem, in Philipine   between Catholics and 
Muslim, and in Indonesian context –exactly in Moluccas—is between 
Moslem and Christian. Once the religious format stressed more on truth 
claim –and thus so exclusive and not dialogic –   consequently it is so hard to 
lay the great expectation on religion, so the inclusive and dialogic model 
seemed to be more hopeful for making the expectations as reality.13  

It is in this context, The Parliament of the World’s Religions in its 
congress in Chicago on 28 August through 4 September 1993 announced 
Declaration toward a Global Ethic. This declaration based on the assumtion 
that the world and religions changed. World now is united, polycentric, 
multi-cultural, and multi-religious. In such a context, the only way for inter-
religious relations is “inter-religious brotherhood”. Religions with high ethic 
value must commonly involve in the dialogue on critical problems of the 
future of human life and destiny.14  

The Parliament of the World’s Religions believed that ethic values 
within religions can be applied for resolving global crisis which this world 
faced and threatened the future of human kinds. The ethic values them 
selves are enable to solve all the so complicated world problems, but they 
can become moral basis for a better individual and global order.15 That is 
why the Parliament explicitly stated that “No better global order without a 
global ethic”.16 

This paper will discuss about A Global Ethic of The Parliament of the 
World’s Religions Declaration and its significance for building world peace. 
Comprehensively, the discussion in this paper will consist of the background 
and principles of a global ethic, significance of a global ethic for building world 
peace, and critiques and possible solutions as closing remarks.  

BACKGROUND AND PRINCIPLES OF A GLOBAL ETHIC 
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As mentioned before, a global ethic is principles declared by The 
Parliament of the World’s Religions on its congress in   Chicago, United 
State of America, 28 August to 4 September 1993, completely named 
Declaration toward a Global Ethic. The congress intended to be the 
centenary celebration of the 1893 The Parliament of the World’s 
Religions.17 Therefore, before describing a global ethic, it is need to describe 
The Parliament of the World’s Religions it self as institution declared it, and 
the background and process of the declaration. 

 The Parliament of the World’s Religions emerged at the same time 
with the World Columbian Exposition in Chicago in autumn 1983, held to 
celebrate the four hundredth anniversary of the discovery of America by 
Christopher Columbus. Here was a demonstration of economics, science, 
and industry on a world scale. There were congresses in all areas of cultures 
from the women’s question to social reform, from medicine through the arts, 
and religion. For the department of religion, it held a congress of 
representatives of great religions.18 It was called by the first The Parliament 
of the World’s Religions congress, that was celebrated the centenary with 
the same congress on 1993, then called by the second The Parliament of the 
World’s Religions congress.19 

It is need to be explained here related to word of “Parliament” in The 
Parliament of the World’s Religions.  The “Parliament” was an attempt to 
express two things: (1) the representatives of the world religions gather at the 
same time in one place, stand side by side with equal rights, and 
communicate with respect for one another. This de facto does away with 
any claim to superiority on the part of one religion over another, at least for 
the time of the Parliament. (2) The representatives of religions come from 
the grass roots of their membership. They are not members of the hierarchies 
of the religions, official delegations sent by their leaders or Parliaments. 
They represent their religions each in an individual way. So from the 
beginning The Parliament of the World’s Religion had the character not of 
an institution but of a movement, and this guaranteed its dynamic and 
variety. From the beginning, it did not have the character of a statuary 
diplomatic exchange, but one of spontaneous human encounter.20 

The emergence of The Declaration toward a Global Ethic was not 
suddenly, but through a long process. Hans Kung, bright and controversial 
Catholic thinker, was the man who played the big role in emerging of the 
declaration. He was the initiator and formulator of the basic thought of a 
global ethic, which later was adopted by congress of The Parliament of the 
World’s Religions. In his article under the title “The History, Significance 
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and Method of the Declaration toward a Global Ethic”, Hans Kung 
explained, that his thought about a global ethic has been emerged since 
1989, when in the first time he did contact with many groups have interest to 
the centenary celebration of The Parliament of the World’s Religions. Since 
that, he began to write his thoughts related to many issues around a global 
ethic and presented to many circles in many occasions.21  

On 14 July 1992 the first draft of the declaration was ready and imme-
diately sent to the experts for comments and corrections. Without exception 
it met with great approval; its basic structure remained unchanged, but it was 
considerably improved by numerous detailed suggestions. After being 
revised many times based on some suggestions of experts from some circles, 
finally a global ethic which has been formulated by Hans Kung was adopted 
by The Parliament of the World’s Religions and was declared in the 
congress in Chicago,  28 August to 4 September 1993. 

Although a global ethic formerly was, Hans Kung’s thought, because 
it was adopted by The Parliament of the World’s Religions, so it could be 
said that a global ethic has been or become inter religion shared property, 
and has been become part of the conscious development for religions in the 
world.  This thought was adopted as a something like an ethical binder for 
global communication among religions in this world.  

In the context of such a multi-cultural and multi-religious world 
living, the only way for inter-religious communication is “religious 
brotherhood”. Religions with a high ethic value must commonly involve 
them selves into the dialog on critical problems in human life and dignity in 
the future.22 

 As discussed above, besides generating some positive points, 
modernism also implying negative implication.  Human beings now 
effected by fundamental global crises: economy, ecology, and politic,23 so 
the usual terms is global crises. Global crises attacking human beings surely 
will threaten its future. For that reason the Parliament of the World’s 
Religions realized the need of global responsibility in recovering global 
jeopardy, by realizing a better new global order In order to realize the better  
new order, it is needed a global ethical basis.  the Parliament  was sure that 
“no new global order without  a new a global ethic”.24  Therefore, a global 
ethic has dual purposes: to reach peace among religions, and to overcome 
global crises.25 Peace among religions constitutes an important thing, be-
cause like Hans Kung stated, “No world peace without religious peace”.26 
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Thus, a global ethic declared by the Parliament of the World’s Reli-
gions constitutes an ethic based on ethics value of religions in the world. 
Nevertheless,  a global ethic is not a single unified religion beyond all existing 
religions, and certainly not the domination of one religion over all others. A 
global ethic as the Parliament of World Religions meant is ”a fundamental 
consensus on binding values, irrevocable standards, and personal 
attitudes”.27 Without such a basic consensus in ethic, The Parliament of the 
World’s Religions was sure, every community sooner or later will be 
threatened by chaos or dictatorship, and individual will despair.28 

The problem is: How can the concencus  realized? This question 
needed to be asked, because in fact every religion has different theoretical 
and conceptual frameworks in ethics. How to make the theoretical and 
conceptual frameworks of religions will not contradict to the concencus and 
commitment in a global ethic?  

Related to the question, Hans Kung stated that, “A good and true religion 
will not contradict to human value, but even make humanity perfect. In this 
point, he state humanum as truth criteria of religion.29 Therefore, it can be 
said that humanistic dimension of religions will make common consensus 
and commitment of religions possible to implement in global ethic; and in 
fact a global ethic is humanistical. A global ethic stated the fundamental 
requirement, “every human being must be treated humanely”.30  

In addition to its humanistic characteristic, declaration of a global 
ethic asked for some requirements, both stated negatively and positively. 
The negative points here are some points which may not be in the 
declaration of a global ethic. They are, firstly, no reduplication of the 
Declaration on Human Right; secondly, no political declaration; thirdly, no 
casuistic moral sermon; fourthly, no philosophical treatise; and  fifthly, no 
enthusiastic religious proclamation.31 While the positive points which must 
be in a global ethic are,  firstly, must penetrate to a deeper ethical level; 
secondly, must be capable of securing a consensus; thirdly, must be self 
critical; fourthly, must be related to reality;   fifthly, must be generally 
comprehensible; and sixthly, must have a religious foundation.32  

Based on above terms of reference above the Parliament stated four 
ethical guideline in its declaration, first, commitment to a culture of non-
violence and respect for life; second, commitment to a culture of solidarity 
and a just economic order; third, commitment to a culture of tolerance and a 
life of truthfully; and fourth, commitment to a culture of equal rights and 
partnership between men and women.33  

Those described above are some main ideas of declaration toward a 
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global ethic, which constitutes moral concencus among religions. It is 
needed to emphasize here that a global ethic is not a complete system for all 
religion adherents, but only normative value, a minimal common attitudes. 
Consequently, at the end of its declaration, the Parliament conveyed some 
points related to the declaration that they announced to. Firstly, of the 
universal concensus on the ethics questions contradicted will be difficult to 
attain. However, the Parliament expected that suitable solution should be 
attainable in the spirit of fundamental principles jointly developed in the 
declaration. Secondly, in many areas of life, a new consciousness on ethical 
responsibility has already arisen. Therefore, the Parliament would be pleased 
if as many as possible national or international professional organizations, 
such as those for physicians, scientists, business people, journalists, and 
politicians, would compose up to date codes of ethics.   Thirdly, more than 
that, the Parliament asked believer community to formulate a very specific 
ethic for themselves. All of these efforts will deepen and specify the global 
ethic which had been commonly settled.34 

GLOBAL ETHIC:  ITS SIGNIFICANCE FOR BUILDING 
WORLD PEACE 

A global ethic is not intent to reduce religions into level of merely 
moral or humanity. A global ethic was not for denying specific characteristic 
of religions and therefore it must not threaten the uniqueness of each 
religion. A global ethic as a common moral concencus among religious 
adherents must be observed adversely, as cooperative and critical step for 
formulating global responsibility. Treating the global fundamental crises that 
this world facing, which in turn will threat the future of human being, 
religions being asked their responsibility, not only individually but also 
commonly. 

Among much fundamental crises this world facing, which was very 
concerned by the Parliament, as described above, is the development of 
“culture” of violence rising in conflict and war, both with political and 
religious back ground. The road of human history seemed to be colored by 
conflict and war. According to Djoko Suryo, Professor of History in Gadjah 
Mada University Yogyakarta, the symptom of violence, barbarity, cruelty, 
and all actions of inhumanity which come out in human life, which 
essentially has been old, as old as human history. 35 

In the twentieth century which has just past, history noticed three 
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great war, they were World War I  (1914-1918), World War II (1939-1945), 
and Cold War (1950-1990). The latter, the Cold War, happened of the 
bipolar new political order, focusing to two adversary ideological blocks: 
capitalist democratic Western and communist Eastern block. The earlier 
block is dominated by the super power United State of America, and the 
latter by Sovyet Union. The two super power countries competed each other 
to get influence on the Third World or developing countries.36 

Observing the progress of “culture” of violence being apprehensive 
about, --in the past, in the present time as well as the possibility in the future 
time that will threaten the future of human beings—Parliament with its 
declaration invited all human beings to stop violence and replace with the 
culture of non-violence and respect life. By this invitation, it is expected 
there will be a peaceful life.  

Another example of world crises is the exhausted of natural resources 
and environmental deprivation that are caused by modernization with its 
industrialization. United State of America can be referred as the example in 
this case. As Schumacher pointed out, USA as the most developed industrial 
country, with only 5.6 percent of world population, for its industrial needs 
this country requires about 40 percent of world primary resources.37 It 
showed what a greedy the modern industry is in using natural resources, and 
at once showed that modern industry is not efficient: need much requirement 
with a less output. The fact showed that America would be able to progress 
its economic development as far as it is able to exploit world’s natural 
resources.  

Besides the exploitation of natural resources, environmental damage 
is another problem of world. The disposal of solid, liquid and gas waste into 
soil, river, sea and open air have caused negative effects on environment. 
Soil pollution caused the less of soil ability to support agriculture cultivation. 
River pollution caused fishes and other living creatures in the river die. 
While air pollution effected to health retardation. The outstanding effect of 
this pollution is the decrease of natural resources capability to support long 
tern development processes. Even Club of Rome, on 1970s, in  The Limits of 
Growth, as cited by Ismid Hadad, predicted the coming of disaster that will 
threaten all human being in the time scale of not more than 100 years later, if 
the tend of economic, population, and raw material uses as well as natural 
resources exploitation, environmental pollution are let to be there, like we 
find today.38   

Being realized of the unrestrainable natural resources exploitation as 
well as environmental damage, the Parliament explicitly stated that such an 
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action is uncivilized. Then, the Parliament invited all human beings to be 
responsible ---especially the next generation--- of this earth and cosmos. 
Domination on nature must be stopped, on the contrary harmonious living 
with nature must be developed. It is expected that by this invitation the 
future human life will be sustainable and the welfare guarranted, not 
adversely, getting disaster and destroy. 

 Another not less frightening crises is poverty suffered by millions 
human beings. Millions people have no job, exploited by low wage, and 
millions forced to be homeless drifter, with possibilities of giving up future 
hope. These all, according to the Parliament are caused by injustice of 
capitalistic- economic world order.  

The fail of capitalistic system with its free-market institutions in 
implementing social justice in fact had become a critical discourse among 
scholars, one of whom is John Rawls, an American contemporary philosopher, 
well known with A Theory of Justice.39 Indeed Rawls agree with the concept of  
Adam Smith, pioneer of liberal capitalism, on self-expression of human 
being in accordance to free choice and effort they did. Rawls agree with 
Smith too that free market served the best possibility for expression of one 
self. Nevertheless,  Rawls looked that the mechanism of free market is fail to 
function well..40 For that reason, free market affected in injustice. According to 
Rawls, the most outstanding injustice in a given freedom is that this system 
allows wealth division influenced inappropriately by accident natural and 
social conditions, which is arbitrary in the perspective of moral.41   

Considering that tragedy of poverty, starvation, unemployment, 
suffered by millions human beings are caused by injustice order of world’s 
economic, so for solving the tragedy the Parliament invited all human beings 
to devote them selves to the culture of solidarity and build a justice 
economic order. The Parliament clearly stated “there will not be any peace 
without a global ethic”. 

Such described some examples of global crises that human beings 
facing, which is in turn frightened of threatening human beings future. 
Declaration of a global ethic, thus, is an effort to offer solutions for that crise, 
by referring to ethics values came from religions.  

From the description above, it can be concluded that a global ethic 
that was declared by the Parliament of the World’s Religions has the 
significance in creating peaceful world. Peaceful world meaning here is not 
only negative peace but also positive peace.  
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In the field of peace studies, peace was distinguished between 
negative and positive peace. Generally, scholars defined negative peace as 
the absence of violence. Galtung, for example defined negative peace as “the 
absence of organized violence between such major human groups as 
nations, but also between racial and ethnic groups because of magnitude that 
can be reached by internal wars”.42 In another book, simply he defined it as 
“the absence of violence all kinds”.43  Fisher et al. described negative peace 
that he mentioned it also  cold peace as “absence of war”.44 Similar to some 
definitions above, Hiks defined negative peace as the absence of direct 
(personal) violence, violence directed by one person on to another as in the 
case of assault, torture, terrorism, or war.45 Birgit Brock-Utne, as mentioned 
by Snyder, developed Galtung’s concept, distinguishing betwen organized 
and unorganized violence, which highlighted violence against women, such 
as rape, and other gender-specific forms of discrimination.46 

While positive peace commonly understood as more than the absence 
of violence, it also X.47  Related to X in positive peace, schoolars explained 
it variably. Galtung for example mentioned it as “a pattern of corporation 
and  integration between major human groups”.48 Hiks indicated it as 
involving co-operation and non-violent social change, aimed at creating 
more equitable and just structures in society.49 While Fisher et al. identified it 
as encompasses all aspects of the good society that we might envisage for 
ourselves: universal rights, economical wellbeing, ecological balance and 
other core values.50 

From the definitions on peace as described above, both in negative 
and positive meaning, it can be stated that there are some values that must be 
there in peace; they are non-violence, economic welfare, social justice, 
ecological balance,51 and equality, especially gender equality. Even It is 
these values that are promoted by the Declaration of a Global Ethic. As 
discussed beforehand, there are four values that become the commitment of 
the declaration; they are, commitment to a culture of non-violence and 
respect for life, commitment to a culture of solidarity and a just economic 
order, commitment to a culture of tolerance and a life of truthfully, and 
commitment to a culture of equal rights and partnership between men and 
women. Thus, it is clear the significance of the declaration of a global ethic 
in attempting the formation of peaceful world. 

CLOSING REMARKS: THE NEED OF GLOBAL 

DISSEMINATION FOR A  GLOBAL ETHIC 
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As stated before, The Parliament of the World’s Religions believed 
that global ethic they declared, which based on ethic values within religions, 
can be applied to resolve global crises attacking this world and threatening 
the future of human beings. Although the ethic values can not give any 
direct solution on all the so complicated world problems, but that values are 
convinced to be able to lay moral foundation for a better individual as well 
as global order, which in turn will be able to create a peaceful world. That is 
why The Parliament stated explicitly that “There will be no better global 
order without global ethic”.52 

The problem is: Is there any prospect to implement the declaration? 
No one knows the exact answer for the question. Obviously now global 
ethic has become a programmatic term. However, it is clear either that the 
Declaration toward a Global Ethic has not become the realization of global 
ethic yet. This kind of declaration is not an objective. It is only a means for 
certain objectives: for resolving any global world crises and for compelling 
inter-religious peace. This inter religious peace constitutes a very important 
thing, because as Hans Kung stated, “No world peace without religious 
peace”.53 Therefore, whatever came up from it will be depended on all 
people in this world.54  

Since declared at 1993 up to now, the existence of global ethic has 
been 26 years. It seemed that what become the objectives of the declaration 
of global ethic has not been realized. Violence in the most apparent kind: 
war and terror happened every where. Poverty still suffered millions people 
in this world. Destruction of natural and ecologic resources is getting worse. 
Gender inequality still became a big problem for some nations. In other 
words, global ethic has not significantly contributed in structuring peaceful 
world. Indeed, it is so exaggerated to lay the burden to resolve the global 
crises as well as to structure the peaceful world on global ethic. But, 
claiming that global ethic has not any importance at all in resolving global 
crises as well as in structuring peaceful world is something unreasonable. 
Multi-approach is needed. One of the approaches is the need of “global 
effort to change how people think and act”,55 and declaration of global ethic 
can be seen as one of the effort. 

That a global ethic which is believed by the declarators, to be able to 
resolve global crises as well as to structure the peaceful world but in fact has 
not been optimal, so there must be a lack of effort toward the objectives 
optimally, to make a global ethic as behavior guideline for global 
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community. A global ethic with ethic values within has not been 
disseminated well to global community. A global ethic is still privileged, and 
only in academic discourse. 

As mentioned in the former part, religious leader in the Parliament of 
the World’s Religions, who declared global ethic, are leaders representing 
their own religions individually, not members of religious hierarchy or 
formal delegation of their leader or board. It is understandable from this fact 
that if a global ethic declared by the Parliament of the World’s Religions is not 
easy to disseminate amongs religious leader within religious organizations, 
this is more on grass root level of religious community. 

Meanwhile a global ethic is still more in academic sphere, could be 
seen from Hans Kung advises in disseminating the declaration of a global 
ethic. Hans Kung stated that in order to make a global ethic not to terminate 
only on declaring but also implementing, the scholar from any religions are 
demanded to make steps forward that declaration by designing a global ethic 
project seen from their own religions, emphasizing on three points below: 
firstly, to what extent the declaration rooted in their tradition; secondly, to what 
extent their traditions are related to other ethic tradition; and thirdly, to what 
extent their tradition contributed to a global ethic.56  

The three points that Hans Kung suggested is important to consider 
by academicians from religions for strengthening the existence of a global 
ethic itself as ethic concept expected to approve by all religious community.  
Nevertheless, that is not enough to make a global ethic can be approved by 
religious community, moreover till the level that can become a guideline of 
action. The most important to do is intensive dissemination for religious 
community. At least, there are two stages of dissemination that must to do: 
firstly is for the leaders of religious organizations at all level; international, 
national, as well as local; and secondly for religious community at large. 

The importance of disseminating a global ethic to religious leaders is 
based on two reasons. In one hand is that because a global ethic itself is 
religious ethic; the ethic which is based on ethic values attached to religions, 
and at the other hand because of the importance of religious organization 
leaders in religious community.  Within religious community, religious 
leaders are model. However, this is not an easy thing to do, because even 
though a global ethic drawn from religions, but it is a humanistic and 
inclusive ethic. While, it must be recognized that there are so many 
exclusive religious leaders. This is a challenge. Applying hard work the big 
challenge can be managed. The point making sure that a global ethic will be 
approved by the leaders of religious organizations is that because factually 
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all religions, theologically aspired the world peace,57 a value that the global 
ethic stated as its objection.  

One example which can be mentioned here is the basic principles for 
world peace in Islamic teaching, as mentioned by Kumar, namely: (1) All 
human beings are members of one family having Adam and Eve as their 
parents. (2). Different tribes and nations are not only for the sake of knowing 
each from other. None is by birth superior or inferior. Of course, the noblest 
is one who is the most righteous. (3) There is no superiority or preference for 
any particular nation black or white, north or south, east or west all are 
equals. (4) Life, honor and property of all is equally respected and to be 
protected. (5) Freedom of faith is guaarranted for all nations and individuals. 
(6) Islam is against colonialism, racialism, and aggresive-nationalism. (7) 
Islam is against the supremacy of man on man all are slaves of the Almighty 
alone. (8) All international treaties and agreements have to be respected in 
letter and spirit. (9) No exploitation of any individual or society is allowed. 
(10) Justice is the guiding principle for all human behaviors and relations.58 
Those some of the basic principles for world peace in Islamic teaching are 
the principles in accordance to the values tried to effort by global ethic 

Just the global ethic is successfully disseminated to the leaders of 
religious organization at all levels, so the following step, dissemination to 
religious adherents, will be easier. It is because religious adherents usually 
follow their leaders. The meaning of religious adherents here are all religious 
adherents, whatever their background, gender, age, education, job, and their 
positions in their community. Surely, the backgrounds of religious 
community needed a various strategies to disseminate a global ethic. A 
global ethic can be disseminated by religious leaders through speech and 
sermon in mosque, church, temple, Budism monastery, and other buildings 
for worship. A global ethic can be disseminated through peace education in 
schools as well as universities. Within this processes, there is no need to 
mention a global ethic explicitely. The most important here is that the values 
contained within the global ethic can reach to the religious adherents, and in 
turn can become a guideline of their activities in their life. One thing need to 
realize is that dissemination of global ethic is a dissemination of value. That 
is why, this effort is not an easy task, and it do need a long time, as long as 
the age of humanity itself. 

To close this paper, it is needed to review that the discussion on 
peaceful future world, weather it will direct toward a peaceful world, or 
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global crises will still facing, or even worse, is hypothetic: it can be proven 
as true or untrue. At this point, in fact we are in decisive position. Which one 
more important, the prediction truth or anticipation power? As soon as all 
the inclination in that prediction is executed, so the prediction will be proven. 
In this context, prediction is like a command. This is the meaning of 
prediction has the principle of self-fulfilling, something absent before, 
impossible to be present, but after predicted so become present afterward. In 
the other side, prediction can be having the meaning of prohibition, which 
principally is same to command, with adverse effects. Because it has been 
predicted, so there are so many efforts to avoid anything predicted, and the 
prediction is unproven. This is another principle of prediction, self-defeating. 
Prediction is unproven because it is predicted before.59  

There has been so much prediction on world future. There was 
Huntington hypothesis stated that there will be a clash of civilization, 
especially between Western and Islam in the era of Post Cold War and Glo-
balization, which constitutes the continuation of world conflict happened 
before.  There were some predictions, like of Kaplan, Entzensberger, or 
Club of Rome, as mentioned earlier. All can be true but can be false, 
depended on the anticipation that human do as the actor of history.  

The Declaration toward a global ethic can be seen as anticipation to 
the possibilities of a horrifying world future, as forecasted by the futurist. 
The declaration is expected to be able to resolve global crises and to design a 
peaceful world. Weather the declaration can be implemented or not, it is all 
depended much on the commitment to make it reality; and it is depended 
much on us, as human community occupied in this world.[] 
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